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The core part of an entity linking system, in particular one oriented to wikification, is ontology, which is often informal and supports semantic relatedness
as the only type of relation. Most of these systems suffer from the problem
of ontology incompleteness. It is especially important for specific domains,
since often the only source of extractable knowledge is plain text. This paper
formulates the incompleteness problem as a task of ontology enrichment from
domain-specific texts and presents a novel approach that combines state-ofthe-art methods for terminology enrichment, our own ML-based method for
homonymy detection, and methods adopted from the related field for relations
extraction. Experimental evaluation shows that the bottleneck is terminology
enrichment step: its average precision is about 35%, which is inapplicable for
automatic usage, especially taking into account the strict requirements for
ontology correctness; however, recall is high enough to help semi-automatic
terminology enrichment. We also show that the best features for terminology
enrichment differ from those for classic terminology recognition task.
Key words: ontology enrichment, terminology recognition, terminology
enrichment, knowledge base construction, entity linking, wikification

1. Introduction
Transition from words to their meanings is essential for many natural language processing applications [2]. An important and extensively researched example
is wikification—“the task of identifying concepts and entities in text and disambiguating them into their corresponding Wikipedia page” [4]. Some authors call this task
word sense disambiguation (WSD), others prefer entity linking and specify concepts
as “meaningful entities that have properties, semantic types, and relationships with
each other” [19]. From the last definition it is obvious that in order to perform such
entity linking, one should have a set of concepts with relations between them, what
constitutes ontology, or knowledge base2. Worth noting, entity linking is not the only
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Some authors consider knowledge base to be a set of concepts, while ontology is “a schema
for knowledge base” [26]. However, we have found term ontology to be commonly used
in both meanings, especially in terms ‘ontology learning’ or ‘ontology enrichment’
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application of ontologies, they are widely used in Question Answering [36], Information Retrieval [14, 16], and so on.
All ontology based systems share the problem of incompleteness: even for a narrow domain with available hand-crafted ontology, there are missing concepts due
to domain evolution. Moreover, domain knowledge is usually encoded in collections
of plain texts only. Entity linkers can approach this problem two ways: (a) during
the document processing, detect words that currently have no concept in the ontology (e.g. [19]); (b) extract new concepts with relations from domain-specific texts
as a separate activity and enrich the ontology by this data.
The presented paper follows the second way, or ontology enrichment (OE), for
specific domains. We preferred it to the first one for the following reasons:
• We can extract more knowledge about concepts, since we have more data about
their occurrences;
• Entity linking algorithms keep simpler and faster, thus OE can be more resource
consuming.
Our task differs from other OE approaches in several aspects. First, our ontology is informal: it contains concepts, their textual representations as terms, and semantic relatedness3 as the only relation between concepts. To the best of our knowledge, we do not aware of approaches enriching ontology without at least taxonomic
relations.
Second, we do not have domain-specific ontology that should be enriched explicitly; instead, we take general ontology that already has some domain-specific
concepts (but we do not know explicitly which are) and add other domain-specific
concepts to the whole ontology by analyzing collection of plain texts from the domain
to be enriched.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work in fields of ontology construction and enrichment; section 3 describes our approach in detail; in section 4 we present experimental results; the last section discusses the future work.

2. Related work
Ontology enrichment commonly means extracting new semantic relations [6,
32] or finding the appropriate place for domain-specific concepts in the existed taxonomy of the same domain [5, 25]. In this sense, our work is more related to general
ontology learning, which has been widely surveyed [2, 3, 37], including our paper
devoted to informal ontologies [1].
Drumond and Girardi [9] indentify so-called Ontology learning cake, see
Figure 1.
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Function taking values from 0 (concepts have nothing in common) to 1 (concepts have the
same semantics). Sometimes it is called ‘semantic similarity’ [21], but strictly, semantic similarity limits by ‘is-a’ relation [33].
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Figure 1. Ontology learning cake
The first layer, automatic terminology recognition (ATR), is the most researched
one [8, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30]. In particular, we experimentally evaluated state-of-the-art
approaches [11].
Term variants recognition has been studied a lot, too [7, 24, 27, 29], but most
ATR works include only the simplest methods like stemming.
Regarding concepts formation, common approach is creating a concept for each term;
it is based on observation that domain-specific term tends to have a single meaning [31].
Other layers correspond to formal ontologies only.

3. Ontology enrichment approach
This section describes our approach. Briefly, we take domain-specific texts and
general ontology as input, then perform several sequential steps that are in keeping
with Ontology learning cake, as a result we obtain domain-specific concepts (with
terms and relations) that are missed in the input ontology. Each step is discussed below.

3.1. Preprocessing
At this step we apply the following methods to each input text:
1. Sentence detection
2. Tokenization
3. Part of speech tagging
4. Lemmatization
5. Word Sense Disambiguation
We used implementations from Texterra—our framework for text processing
[35]. It uses, in turn, OpenNLP library4 for the first 3 methods, heuristic algorithm
based on morphologic properties of nouns for lemmatization, and Milne’s algorithm
[21] with another function of semantic relatedness [34] for WSD.
4
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3.2. Terminology recognition
This step takes all preprocessed texts and returns a set of domain-specific terms
that are not contained in the input ontology. We adhere to the standard split of terminology extraction task [29]: collecting term candidates, computing features, and
classifying term candidates into terms and not terms.
As term candidates we extract all uni-, bi-, and trigrams that occur at least 2 times
and satisfy the following part of speech patterns: (N), (N_N), (Adj_N), (N_N_N),
(Adj_N_N), (N_Adj_N), where N is noun and Adj is adjective.
We implemented most of state-of-the-art features, namely: CValue [13], MCValue
[22], Lexical cohesion [28], Domain consensus [23], Domain relevance [27], Relevance [29], Weirdness [30], Frequency, Normalized frequency, TFIDF, Words count.
As term classifier we use two approaches: Voting algorithm and supervised machine
learning (ML) algorithm. The former combines features as follows:

where t is a term candidate, n is a number of considered features, R(Fi(t)) is a rank
of t among values of other term candidates considering feature Fi. Having ordered list
of term candidates, one can take a top as most probable terms.
The second approach combines features in natural ML-way with Logistic regression as a particular algorithm.
Refer to our previous work [11] for details.
Since our aim is to enrich ontology, but not to construct it from scratch, we filter
out terms already presented in the input ontology. For example, we enrich board game
domain; term board game has an appropriate meaning in Wikipedia and thus should
not be included into the final set of domain-specific concepts. However, one can suggest a counterexample: term hand in board games usually means set of currently holding cards, while Wikipedia has such term, but not such meaning. We describe the solution for this problem in the next subsection.

3.3. Concepts formation
There are two possible problems in transition from terms to concepts:
• synonymy—several terms have the same concept
• homonymy—several concepts have the same term
Currently we do not approach the former, partly because its effect is not so harmful, on conditions that relations for synonymic concepts are created correctly.
As for homonymy, we assume that domain-specific terminology is consistent [31]
and does not contain homonyms inside the domain, i.e. we form a new concept for
each newly extracted term. But we consider the case when term has a concept in general ontology and a domain-specific concept at once, see above for example with term
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hand. To detect such terms, we use our approach [12]. Briefly, this method utilizes
a binary logistic regression classifier based on the following features of the term:
• Relatedness to domain key concepts
• Domain relevance [27]
• Quotient of disambiguated concepts to the number of all occurrences of the term
• Quotient of disambiguated concepts to the number of possible existing concepts
for the term.

3.4. Relations extraction
This section describes the way we extract relations for newly formed concepts,
but firstly we discuss our ontology's organization [35]. As other systems based on Wikipedia knowledge [21], Texterra considers each article to be a concept and stores all
incoming and outgoing links for an article. These links, or neighbor concepts, are used
for semantic relatedness computing; in particular, Texterra uses Dice measure, that
is a normalized number of common neighbors, but other measures are possible [34].
Thus, we seek at this step to extract concepts that are likely to be neighbors for
each newly formed concept. If we look at distributional methods for synonyms detection [17], we can see that they are similar to the approaches for semantic relatedness
computing. Indeed, the common algorithm is to collect contexts for input words, measure how similar they are, e.g. by Cosine or Dice, and extend the obtain value to the
similarity between input words, on the assumption that “words that occur in the same
contexts tend to have similar meanings” [15]. In this sense, neighbors represent context for concepts, therefore we take as neighbors for a concept those ones, which cooccur with the considered one not by chance. In order to find such concepts we adopt
classical distributional methods for synonyms detection, particularly—measuring association with context [17].
More formally, for a newly formed concept we perform the following steps:
1.	Collect neighbor candidates: for each term occurrence of each term of the
input concept, find all term occurrences inside the specified window (15 occurrences to the left and to the right), and store their disambiguated concepts. As a result, we obtain a vector with concepts and their co-occurrence
counts.
2.	Transform each co-occurrence count into the more reliable value that shows
randomness of co-occurrence: we use t-test measure with approximation
of variance by sample mean [20].
3.	Cut-off neighbor candidates by the predefined threshold, that is 2.0.

4. Evaluation
Approaches to evaluate ontology learning algorithm vary widely [37], because,
first, ontology is not an end product; second, source corpora are usually huge and cannot be fully processed by human experts; and third, ontology construction process has
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a complex structure. Indirect ontology evaluation by testing of applications that use
the ontology (in-vivo testing) is not indicative in the case of bad results. It still requires
direct ontology evaluation (in-vitro testing) in order to find bottleneck, if any. For
these reasons we start from evaluation of each step separately.
As regards huge size of corpora, we propose the following: to markup manually
only the small part of the corpus; to use the whole corpus in the prototype; to evaluate
obtained results only for the marked up part. It allows having all available statistics
in prototype, e.g. nonsparse counts of term occurrences, and, in the same time, obtaining reliable precision, recall, or other evaluation results.

4.1. Dataset overview
Evaluation based on a small proportion of marked up part imposes more severe
requirements to the quality of the markup. At the same time, marking up each text
by several people in order to average out mistakes is costly. Therefore we prepare
Manifest5 —detailed instructions for marking up text by the following annotations:
terms, concepts (of the existing ontology), and domain-specificity (is the term of target domain, or another domain, or not domain-specific at all).
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Figure 2. Examples of domain-specific concepts from marked up
texts: left concepts are already presented in Wikipedia, right ones
are new. Lines show semantic relatedness computed over links
extracted by our tool. Thicker lines mean closer related concepts.
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We have chosen board game domain, since it is rather specific to be not fully presented in Wikipedia and is rather common to not require domain experts. We downloaded 1300 texts6 —mostly user reviews and game specifications. 35 texts have been
marked up by 9 humans (without overlapping). There have been found 1244 terms
total, including 527 domain-specific ones, 246 domain-specific terms are missed
in Wikipedia. Examples are shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Terminology recognition
We evaluated 2 scenarios:
1.	
Term recognition—compare terms without regard to their presence
in Wikipedia
2. Term enrichment—compare only terms not presented in Wikipedia
We used 3 standard metrics here: average precision, precision, and recall (note
that it is actually recall on candidates, i.e. fraction of term candidates that are correctly classified as terms; recall of our method for candidates collection is 71% for
term recognition and 60% for term enrichment). We took top 500 of ranked candidates as terms, since it is the approximate count of domain-specific terms in marked
up texts. For ML algorithm we used 2-fold cross-validation.
For each scenario we performed feature selection by exhaustive search. In case
of several equally evaluated feature sets, we kept the smallest one. Results are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Best feature subsets found by exhaustive
search for Terminology recognition
Best features subset
Term
Voting
recognition ML
Term
Voting
enrichment ML

Precision, Recall

Average Precision

CValue, Relevance
Lexical cohesion, Words
count, Cvalue, Relevance
CValue, Words count, TFIDF
Lexical cohesion, TFIDF,
Domain relevance, Relevance

MCValue, Relevance, TFIDF
Words count, CValue,
Relevance
MCValue, TFIDF
Relevance, MCValue, TFIDF

Surprisingly, feature sets for Precision and Recall are the same, and this rule
remains valid for all testing setups, that is why there is just one column for 2 metrics
in Table 1. Another counter-intuitive observation is that ML algorithm does not select
‘Words count’ feature for Term enrichment.
Results for the best feature sets are presented in Table 2.
6
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Table 2. Evaluation results for terminology recognition;
the best feature subset was taken for each metric

Term recognition
Term enrichment

Voting
ML
Voting
ML

Precision

Recall

Average Precision

31.4
28.6
18.2
13.8

41.8
74.9
61.9
92.0

43.3
45.6
34.1
33.0

As we can see, although implemented approach corresponds to state-of-the-art
of automatic terminology recognition (and the same system shows much better results for other datasets, e.g. GENIA [11]), current results are too low to be applicable
in practice. Nevertheless, based on high recall, we suppose semi-automatic methods
to be promising for this task. In the simplest form, we can provide the expert with recognized terms along with contexts of occurrences and ask him/her to mark each one
as domain-specific or not; tracking of user decisions could further improve productivity.

4.3. Concepts formation
To evaluate the approach for homonymy detection, we manually marked
up 75 specific terms of the board games domain: 43 terms with existing concepts and
32 with new ones. We performed 4-fold cross-validation.
The results are presented in Table 3. Baseline means the method based on WSD
confidence [10].

Table 3. Results for homonymy detection
Precision

Recall

F-measure

63%
74%

67%
83%

65%
78%

Baseline
Our approach

As we can see, our approach significantly outperforms the baseline method.

4.4. Relation extraction
Unlike the other steps, extraction of semantic relatedness cannot be evaluated
by direct comparison with manually prepared gold standard. However, as gold standard we can use domain-specific concepts that are already contained in Wikipedia.
Normally we filter out terms of such concepts during the first step; for this evaluation
scenario, we keep those automatically recognized terms, each of which has only one
meaning in Wikipedia and this meaning is domain-specific.
Since we use extracted neighbors only for semantic relatedness computation,
we compare this function for these two sets: neighbors that we extracted for newly
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formed concepts (OE set) and neighbors that Wikipedia stores for the corresponding concepts. Moreover, we are interested in relative values of semantic relatedness;
in particular, WSD uses this function to compare concepts by their relatedness to context. Therefore we evaluate the ranking of semantic relatedness function based on two
neighbor sets. To be exact, we use mean average precision metric (MAP): having set
of concepts, we choose one and rank others by their semantic relatedness to the chosen one; then we compute average precision for two lists obtained by both semantic
relatedness; finally, we repeat the whole procedure for each concept in the input set
and average these values.

Методология тестирования
S3

S2

Wikipedia

S1

F4
F3
F1

F2

A3
A2

A1

Newly extracted
concepts
Figure 3. Sets of neighbors for evaluation of relation extraction
algorithm. Blue solid lines mean links in Wikipedia; red dashed
lines mean neighbors extracted by our system.
Since Dice measure is based on common neighbors, we compute MAP for 3 sets
(see Figure 3):
• A—extracted concepts that are in Wikipedia
• F—first neighbors of A in OE set
• S—second neighbors of A in OE set (we use subset of 2000 concepts due to performance issue)
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Results are shown in Figures 4–6.
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Figure 4. Mean Average Precision over A
(extracted concepts that are in Wikipedia)
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Figure 5. Mean Average Precision over F (first neighbors of A)
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Figure 6. Mean Average Precision over S (second neighbors of A)
Note that we compute average precision between two lists of the same concepts (ordered by different algorithms), so in worst case—our semantic relatedness has nothing
in common with Wikipedia’s one—it would be 0.5. Our results are not so higher than 0.5,
we believe it happens because there are few occurrences for most concepts, so there are
few co-occurring concepts, so we cover less context than Wikipedia. It also explains why
taking a huge amount of concepts as neighbors does not degrade results and why results
for A improve with increasing window size: extracted neighbors serve mostly to connect
to Wikipedia and to enable its set to participate in semantic relatedness computing.

5. Conclusions and Future work
This work addresses the problem of ontology incompleteness, in particular for wikification systems. We formulated the task as ontology construction from domain-specific
texts and broke it into the steps according to Ontology learning cake. We used state-ofthe-art approach for terminology extraction; our own method—for concepts formation;
classic methods from the related field—for relations extraction. Another contribution
is the methodology for dataset preparation and its usage for each step evaluation.
The main drawback of this work is low precision of terminology extraction. We plan
to experiment with semi-automatic approaches, since recall is rather acceptable. In addition, if we ask the user to firstly provide domain-specific concepts that are already presented in Wikipedia, the modified task would be similar to entity set expansion, which has
a lot of promising approaches [18][8]. Besides, currently we do not use existing ontology,
although it contains necessary background knowledge; we are going to implement bootstrapping approach: to correct term recognition mistakes on the basis of extracted relations.
Also we plan to extend current dataset and to test on other domains, including
cross-domain evaluation.
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